Abstract: Several formulations of a local geometric measure-type condition are imposed on superlevel sets of mild solutions to the homogeneous incompressible 3D magnetohydrodynamical system with bounded initial data to prevent finite-time singularity formation. Supporting this, results regarding the existence, uniqueness, and real analyticity of mild solutions are established as is a sharp lower bound on the radius of analyticity.
INTRODUCTION
In a very recent paper by Z. Grujić (see [7] ), a local geometric measure-type condition is shown to prevent finite time singularity formation (with respect to the supremum norm) in 3D NSE with initial data in L ∞ (R 3 ). The proof utilizes a relatively recent solution (due to Solynin [17] ) to a generalization of the classical Beurling's problem which is concerned with estimating the harmonic measure at the origin and with respect to the unit disk of a closed subset of [−1, 1] . In the context of [7] , sharp lower bounds on the uniform radius of spatial analyticity for mild solutions with initial data in L ∞ (R 3 ), along with a sparseness condition near the endpoint of a finite length regular time interval, [0, T ), reduce to a situation aptly estimated via Solynin's result and the harmonic measure maximum principle. Resultantly, T is not a singular time and, moreover, the solution can be extended beyond T .
In this work we adapt the methods of [7] to the case of 3D MHD to establish several regularity criteria involving analogous local geometric measure type conditions. Central to these is a sparseness requirement (see Section 4 for the precise definition) which assumes a bound on the ratio between the (spatial, Lebesgue) measure of the region of intense behaviour on some interval centered at the point x 0 and the length of that interval. More specifically, for a vector field F over R n , we assume for each point x 0 that there exists a unit vector, d(x 0 ), and and a magnitude (less than a uniform radius of analyticity), r(x 0 ), so that
for some δ ∈ (0, 1) where Ω F is the set of points where |F | is above some threshold.
For 3D MHD, assumptions of sparseness are natural in the phenomenologically and numerically motivated theories of MHD turbulence due to the inherent anisotropy evident therein. In particular, in the regime of strong turbulence, the magnetic and velocity fields undergo dynamic alignment and the regions of high turbulence populate coherent structures which are essentially two dimensional (c.f. [3] , [4] , [6] ). Thus, both the velocity field and the magnetic field should exhibit sparseness in a perpendicular direction to the (essentially) planar region where turbulence is high. 1 Because the equations for MHD and NSE are formally similar, the mathematical theory of MHD is richly informed by that of NSE (c.f. [14] for the fundamentals). Past work has been done to adapt key regularity results from NSE to MHD. The utilization of coherence introduced in [5] and improved in [2] has been adapted in the case of ideal MHD in [18] and for non-ideal MHD in [10] . Mild solutions for MHD have been studied in the context of BM O −1 (c.f. [12] ) where the regularity result of Koch-Tataru are extended. Real analyticity of (weak) solutions of 3D MHD has been treated for initial data in H 1 in [19] . This work is also notable as it establishes an analogue of the Beale-Kato-Majda result in the L ∞ context (see [20] for the BM O context). To the knowledge of the author, necessary existence and regularity results have not previously been established for mild solutions with initial data in L ∞ and are consequently included here.
This paper is organized as follows. The subsequent two sections establish analogues to the features of mild solutions to NSE used in [7] . In section 2 we examine the existence and uniqueness of mild solutions to MHD and in section 3 we study spatial analyticity of these solutions. The main tools used in these sections are approximation schemes adapted from [8] , [9] , [11] . In these sections we prefer terseness to redundancy with regard to the existing literature and omit all but the essential steps and those which must be augmented to suit our ultimate purposes. Section 4 is dedicated to statements and proofs of the regularity results.
MILD SOLUTIONS OF MHD IN L ∞
We will be interested in the 3D magnetohydrodynamical system (MHD) with bounded initial data. For a fluid velocity U and a magnetic field B these equations read:
where µ and ν are taken to be greater than zero and represent the magnetic diffusivity and kinematic viscosity respectively, and Π = p + 1 2 |B| 2 is the total kinematic pressure.
Observe that for λ > 0 the fundamental solution of ∂ t f − λ△f = 0 is given (for t > 0) by:
where G is the fundamental solution of the heat equation.
where
We will arrive at a mild solution via the following approximation scheme:
In the following the existence of relevant solutions at each level is checked inductively. To this end we need several lemmas. Note that, up to the incorporation of a constant λ, these are identical to their counterparts in [11] and employ facts from [15, 16] . Proofs are consequently omitted.
In the above C λ is a constant depending on λ and D.
Hypothesize that U (n−1) , B (n−1) , and Π (n−1) all satisfy the scheme distributionally and that the first two functions are in L ∞ . Then, U (n) and B (n) are obtained via Duhamel's procedure and Π (n)
exists by Lemma 2. It remains to show that U (n) and B (n) remain in L ∞ , a fact we present as a lemma.
, the following bound is satisfied:
where C 1 is independent of n and depends on µ, ν, and D, and
Proof. Using the formulas for U (n) and B (n) obtained via Duhamel's procedure, an integration by parts yields:
Applying Lemma 3 to each summand above (and noting that the products of approximates from the scheme appearing in the integrands are in BMO in virtue of being bounded and that the BMO norms are bound by twice the supremum norms of these terms) grants that:
We have via Lemma 2 that
where C is the constant appearing in Lemma 2. Letting C 1 be appropriately large we obtain the bound:
which factors to give a bound independent of n, x, and t:
and assume T ≤ T 1 . Then, for n = 1 we have
Inductively we see that
Since this bound is appropriately uniform we conclude.
Existence of mild solutions is now treated.
where C 2 is a constant depending on µ, ν, and D. Furthermore, mild solutions are unique.
Proof. We assume that U 0 , B 0 ∈ L ∞ (R D ). Our first step will be to appropriately restrict T in order to establish the inequality:
for some α ∈ (0, 1).
To achieve this we proceed essentially as in Lemma 4. Let U (n+1) = U (n+1) − U (n) and B (n+1) = B (n+1) − B (n) and, by applying Duhamel's principle and an integration by parts, obtain formulas for U (n+1) and B (n+1) . Applying the same bounding techniques as in lemma 4 we obtain
Set C 2 = C as it appears above and
Assuming 0 < T < T 2 , and therefore, T = αT 2 where α ∈ (0, 1), we see,
Consequently we obtain a bound which diminishes as n escapes:
A simple convergence argument now applies. Noting that α n−1 vanishes as n → ∞, the above bound ensures that both {U (n) } and {B (n) } are pointwise Cauchy and so we obtain pointwise limits U and B. The dominated convergence theorem (the dominator is the respective Gaussian kernel, scaled) then verifies that U and B are indeed mild solutions.
Uniqueness follows from the fact that for two mild solutions U , B andŨ ,B, we have the bound
Then, takingT small enough so that
we obtain U =Ũ and B =B on [0,T ]. This argument is iterated to obtain the conclusion on [0, T ].
The following corollary will be used later to minimize the geometric relevance of the magnetic field in our regularity result.
Corollary 6. Suppose that U and B are the mild solutions obtained above to MHD on the time interval
where C 3 is a constant depending on D and µ.
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 4 we saw the bound:
Taking limits and setting C 3 = C µ we see,
SPATIAL ANALYTICITY OF MILD SOLUTIONS IN L ∞
In this section we adapt the arguments of [8, 9] from the case of NSE in D dimensions. Essential to later work will be a uniform bound on the analytic extensions of mild solutions on a certain complex domain. We restrict our attention to highlighting this result while appealing to the existing literature to fill in the any technical omissions.
Recalling the approximation scheme for the real variable discussion, let u (n) +iv (n) , b (n) +ic (n) , and π (n) +iρ (n) be the analytic extensions of U (n) , B (n) and Π (n) respectively. Real analyticity of the n-th approximation is a consequence of real analyticity of solutions of the heat and Poisson equations. Substituting these extensions into the scheme and subsequently isolating real and imaginary parts yields the system:
Letting y = αt with α ∈ R n and t ≥ 0 will allow us to find a sharp lower bound on the analyticity radius depending on t. Substituting these terms into the approximation scheme, omitting for brevity the terms associated with the total pressure which are just solutions of Poisson equations analogous to the real variable scheme, we obtain the relationships:
We now present bounds on the sum of the
, and c (n) for appropriate values of T (denote by F n the set {u (n) , v (n) , b (n) , c (n) }). Applying Duhamel's Principle and a subsequent integration by parts yields formulas for each approximate in F n . These approximates can then each be bounded using the methods seen in the proof of Lemma 4. Combining these bounds ultimately yields
Let C 4 heretofore denote twice the constant appearing above. Provided
A consequence of the construction of F 0 is that
we conclude then that for t ∈ (0, T 4 ) the sequence of analytic extensions of U (n) + B (n) is uniformly bounded over
We will eventually desire an improvement of the above bound which leaves D t unchanged. By paying a price on the size of the time interval, we can scale the bound by a factor of β for β ∈ (1/2, 1]. The price is to restrict the length of the time interval to be less than T β where
Assuming such a restriction, for n = 1 we have
and, for subsequent n, induction yields
We summarize the preceding discussion in the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Given
, there exists a universal constant C 4 so that, for any n ∈ N and β ∈ (1/2, 1], for the value
we have,
and 0 < T ≤ T β .
We now show that the analytic extensions of the approximations of the mild solutions converge and that their limits correspond to analytic extensions of the mild solutions themselves. It turns out that these limits are also the unique mild solutions to the (spatially) analytic MHD equations, but we forgo a proof of this as it is methodically redundant to existing work (e.g. [9] ). 
Proof. Because at each t the approximating functions in the analytic scheme converge on a set containing an accumulation point, namely R D , Vitali's theorem grants that they converge to analytic functions u+iv and b+ic. Then, since these agree with U and B on R D , they constitute analytic extensions of U and B. The bound follows immediately from the bounds on the approximations.
GEOMETRIC-MEASURE TYPE REGULARITY CRITERIA
We begin by defining the geometric measure criteria alluded to in the introduction. The set S is linearly δ-sparse around x 0 at scale r if there exists a unit vector d in S 2 such that
We will be interested in sparseness of super-level sets. For a function f (x, t), a time t, and a threshold M , a super-level set is defined to be
There is a significant amount of freedom in choosing how to relate various parameters and achieve the desired regularity outcome. We begin with a very simple case, Theorem 11, which most closely mirrors [7] . Here, the sparseness is imposed singly on the intersection of super-level sets of U and B. Consequently, the (local) direction in which U and B are sparse must agree. This is reasonable in the context of the above discussion regarding MHD turbulence. It is, however, formally restrictive and subsequent results are presented to reveal where added subtlety can be achieved. The proof of this result will illustrate Grujić's argument and expedite discussion of later results.
The remaining two theorems achieve the same result as Theorem 11 but under relaxed assumptions. Theorem 12 assumes sparseness on each field but with greater independence than in Theorem 11. A technical parameter specifies a relationship between the thresholds of the superlevel sets for U and B on which these sparseness assumptions are made. Both the direction of sparseness and the scale are, however, independent. Theorem 13 exploits the linearity of the magnetic field in the magnetic field equation in order to eliminate this sparseness condition. A cost is here paid by demanding the sup norm of the magnetic field is suitably bounded (in a fashion dependent on how much we improved the uniform bound) by a scaling of the sup norm of a single velocity profile.
The only non-classical result from the theory of harmonic measures which is of interest to us is due to Solynin [17] . It is included for convenience. [17] ). Let K be a closed subset of [−1, 1] such that |K| = 2γ for some 0 < γ < 1.
Theorem 10. (Solynin
Other necessary results can be found in [1, 13] and are also listed in [7] .
Note that in what follows T 4 = T 4 (t 0 ) and C 4 = C 4 (t 0 ) are determined in the context of Theorem 8 with initial data U (t 0 ) and B(t 0 ) for some time t 0 . These mild solutions are, up to a shift in the time variable, just the restrictions of the original solutions to the time interval [t 0 , t 0 + T 4 ). Also, we assume C 4 ≥ 1 and observe that, if this is not the case, we can re-determine constants and time interval lengths to reflect the constant max{1, C 4 }. 
Assume there exists ǫ > 0 so that for any t 0 ∈ (T − ǫ, T ), either
there exists a time t = t(t 0 ) ∈ [t 0 + T 4 /4, t 0 + T 4 ] so that, for any x 0 ∈ R 3 , with
there exists r with 0 < r < ρ(T 4 /4) such that S is linearly δ-sparse around x 0 at scale r in some direction d.
Then, T is not a singular time.
It will be clear from the following proof that (2) needs only hold at finitely many times in (T − ǫ, T ) provided these are suitably spaced.
Proof. In the case of (1) we are done as the solutions with initial data take at t 0 are uniformly bounded on the interval (t 0 , t 0 + T 4 ) which contains T .
In the case of (2) we apply an iterative argument which ultimately reduces to case (1). Our main task is to establish that for any t 0 there exists a time t(t 0 ) so that, for all x 0 ∈ R 3 ,
where A = ||U (t 0 )|| ∞ + ||B(t 0 )|| ∞ . Consequently, the procedure can be repeated with t replacing t 0 and, as each iteration moves the initial time closer to T by a non-vanishing length, case (1) will eventually be achieved.
To begin, let t 0 ∈ (T − ǫ, T ) and x 0 ∈ R 3 be fixed. Let t = t(t 0 ) be as in the theorem and, therefore, by the sparseness assumption, there exists a length r < ρ(T 4 /4) and a direction vector d so that
Observing the the MHD system is rotationally and translationally invariant, let Q denote the transformation (rotation and translation) taking x 0 to 0 and directing d to be parallel to the first coordinate vector, e 1 . Let U x 0 ,Q and B x 0 ,Q comprise a mild solution to the transformed MHD with initial data taken at t 0 .
By Theorem 8, on (0, T 4 ), U x 0 ,Q and B x 0 ,Q have analytic extensions satisfying the uniform bound
where the bounded terms are the appropriate analytic extensions. Focussing on the extension of the first spatial coordinate axis, hereafter called just the real axis, we see the domains of analyticity contain the disk centred at 0 of radius r, D r because r < ρ(T 4 /4) ≤ ρ(t).
and, as the same bound holds on |B x 0 ,Q (0, t)|, we are done. If 0 / ∈ K we turn to the theory of harmonic measures.
To apply the harmonic measure maximum principle (c.f.
[Ahl] pp.39) observe that, uniformly in D r we have,
while uniformly in K we have,
and, consequently,
The sparseness assumption entails that |K| ≥ 2r(1 − δ). Letting 1 r K = {z ∈ C : rz ∈ K}, we obtain | 1 r K| ≥ 2(1 − δ). Applying Theorem 10 with γ = 1 − δ to a subset K ′ ⊂ K where |K ′ | = 2(1 − δ) yields (noting harmonic measure increasing in K),
Since harmonic measure is invariant under conformal mappings, it is invariant under the mapping z → rz. The previous inequality then implies
Combining our bounds (noting C 4 > 1 and M ≤ 2C 4 A) we see
And, undoing our transformation Q,
Proceeding identically results in the same bound for |B(x 0 , t)| which gives the conclusion for x 0 :
|U (x 0 , t)| + |B(x 0 , t)| ≤ ||U (t 0 )|| ∞ + ||B(t 0 )|| ∞ .
As our selection of x 0 was arbitrary this holds uniformly and the iterative argument outlined at the onset of the proof allows us to conclude that T is not a singular time. Assume there exists ǫ > 0 and a collection of times t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t k ∈ (T − ǫ, T ), so that (1) t k + T 4 > T , (2) t i+1 ∈ [t i + T β (t i )/4, t i + T β (t i )], and, (3) the following two criteria are met:
• for each i and for any x 0 there exists r so that Ω U (t i+1 , M ) is linearly δ-sparse around x 0 at scale r where 0 < r ≤ ρ(T β /4) and M = 1 (2C 4 ) α (||U (t i )|| ∞ + ||B(t i )|| ∞ ), and,
• 2C 3 ||B(t 0 )|| ∞ ≤ (1 − β 1−h )(||U (t 0 )|| ∞ + ||B(t 0 )|| ∞ ).
In the above we specified a particular time at which to begin our iterative argument in order to not trivialize the condition on the magnetic field. Note that in the context of the above theorem β and T β reference Theorem 8. Also, when C 4 ≥ 1 we have β 1−h ≥ 1/(2C 4 ) α .
Proof. We obtain for all x 0 the bounds |U (x 0 , t 1 )| ≤ β h (||U (t 0 )|| ∞ + ||B(t 0 )|| ∞ ), and, |B(x 0 , t 1 )| ≤ (1 − β h )(||U (t 0 )|| ∞ + ||B(t 0 )|| ∞ ).
Applying the now familiar argument with the modification that the disk on which we are taking U x 0 ,t 1 to be analytic is that on which the bound |U x 0 ,t 1 | ≤ 2β(||U (t 0 )|| ∞ + ||B(t 0 )|| ∞ ) holds (see Lemma 7) , yields the desired bound on U :
|U (x 0 , t 1 )| ≤ β 1−h (||U (t 0 )|| ∞ + ||B(t 0 )|| ∞ )
A complementary estimate (noting T 3 ≥ T β ) on |B(x 0 , t 1 )| follows from the second assumption and Corollary 6. These grant that |B(x 0 , t 1 )| ≤ 2C 3 ||B(t 0 )|| ∞ ≤ (1 − β 1−h )(||B(t 0 )|| ∞ + ||U (t 0 )|| ∞ ).
Combining bounds,
|U (x 0 , t 1 )| + |B(x 0 , t 1 )| ≤ ||U (t 0 )|| ∞ + ||B(t 0 )|| ∞ .
Establishing identical relationships for t i+1 and t i follows in the exact same manner and the iterative argument then grants that T is not a singular time.
